Spring 2014 Course Offerings

FIRST-YEAR COURSES
5001 Civil Procedure-Clermont, Holden-Smith(3)
5041 Contracts-Hillman, Rachlinski(3)
5061 Criminal Law-Garvey, Ohlin(4)
5081 Lawyering-Atlas, Eagen, Freed, Mooney, Smith, Whelan(2)
5121 Property-Alexander, Underkoffler(4)

GRADUATE COURSES [available for LLM & JSD students only]
6761 Principles of American Legal Writing®-C. Weyble(2)
8991 Thesis(1,2)
9901 Graduate Research

CORE COURSES
6131 Business Organizations-Fletcher(3)
6401 Evidence-Clymer(3)
6441 Federal Income Taxation-Green(3)

OTHER UPPERCLASS COURSES
6005 Business Concepts for Lawyers®-Stout(1)
6001 Accounting for Lawyers-Sarachani(2)
6077 Practical Ethics for the Public Interest Lawyer®®-Blume(2)
6085 Law Practice Technology®-Cadmus(1)
6121 Bankruptcy-Lienau(3)
6158 Client Counseling®®-Freed(1)
6204 Cornell Prison Education Program Teaching Practicum-Wolff(3)
6242 Corporate Finance-Minella(3)
6264 Criminal Procedure-Investigations-Colb(3)
6293 Deals: Drafting & Analyzing Corp. Agreements®-Jacobs(3)
6301 Directed Reading-(1 or 2)
6311 Education Law-Heise(3)
6392 Ethics and Corporate Culture[NBA 5140]-Radcliffe(1.5)
6421 Family Law-Bowman(3)
6431 Federal Courts-Dorf(4)
6432 Federal Criminal Practice-Feldman(2)
6461 Regulation of Fin. Institutions and Markets[NBA 6460]-Hockett(4)
6491 The IPO and M&A Process[NBA 5630]-Willett(3)
6501 Insurance Law-Heise(3)
6514 International and Foreign Legal Research®-Mills(2)
6534 International Law/Intl. Relations Colloq.[1/2]-Lienau, Kreps(5)
6563 International Mergers & Acquisitions[NBA 5870]®®-Hanks(1.5 or 2)
6569 Introduction to Depositions®-Whelan(2)
6571 Introduction to Financial Markets and Policy[NBA5431]-Stout(3)
6641 The Law Governing Lawyers®®-Wendel(3)
6661 Constitutional Law of the European Union-Lasser(1)
6681 International Law and Foreign Direct Investment-Ndul(3)
6701 Legislation-Chafetz(3)
6739 Online Legal Research and Resources®®-Emerson(1)
6742 Patent Law and Trade Secrets-Liiva(3)
6743 Selected Topics in Patent Law and Practice-Dabney(2)
6821 Securities Regulation-Whitehead(4)
6822 Social Science and the Law-Hans(3)
6841 Sports Law-Briggs(2)
6861 Supervised Teaching-(1 or 2)
6871 Supervised Writing-(1,2 or 3)
6881 Supervised Writing/Teaching Lawyering Honors Fellow Program-Lawyering Faculty(2)
6921 Trial Advocacy®-Galbreath(5)
6941 Trusts & Estates-Sherwin(3)

COLLOQUIUMS, SEMINARS AND PROBLEM COURSES
7012 Adv. Criminal Procedure: Post-Conviction Remedies®®-Weyble(3)
7015 Law and Social Movements®-Torres(3)
7072 Animal Rights®-Colb(3)
7091 Biblical Law®-Carnichael(3)
7123 Chinese Law: Tradition and Modernization®®-Yu(3)
7146 Comparative Legal Philosophy®®-Yu(3)
7159 Deals Seminar: Bank Loan Transactions®-Fox(3)
7160 Deals Sem: Law and Investment Banking®-Radey(3)
7162 Contemporary American Jury®®-Hans(3)
7165 Current Debates in Criminal Law®-Garvey(3)
7166 Deals Practicum: Capital Markets Transactions®®-Junewicz(3)
7174 Deals Sem: Secured Transactions-McNaughton, Mellecker(2)
7195 Estate Planning®®®-O'Toole(3)
7196 Europe & US: Fiscal and Pol Choices®-Minella(3)
7292 Health Care Law®®-Frakes(3)
7321 International Criminal Law®®-Ndul(3)
7322 International Taxation®®-Green(3)
7358 International Environmental Law®-Porter(3)
7371 Islamic Law and History®-Powers(3)
7392 Jurisprudence of War®-Ohlin(3)
7394 Labor Migration and Trafficking-Thomas(3)
7411 Law and Higher Education®-Mingle(3)
7578 Markets, Democracy, and the Rule of Law®-Lienau(3)
7580 Markets, Morals and Methods®-Hockett(3)
7596 Cross-Border Mergers & Acquisitions®-Pradal(3)
7783 Topics in Intellectual Property®-Liiva(3)
7785 War Crimes Trials and the Law of Genocide®®-Rosensaft(3)

CLINICAL COURSES AND EXTERNSHIPS
7803 Advanced International Human Rights Clinic®-Brundige(4)
7805 Advanced Labor Law Clinic®-Cornell(3)
7811 Capital Punishment Clinic®®-Blume, Johnson, Weyble(4)
7812 Child Advocacy Clinic®-Mooney(4)
7813 Child Advocacy Clinic®®-Mooney(4)
7815 Capital Punishment Clinic®-Blume, Johnson, Weyble(4)
7832 Externship—Full Time®®®®-Galbreath(12)
7834 Externship—Part Time, Other Local®®®®-Galbreath(4+)
7835 e-Government Clinic 1 & 2®®®®-Newhart, Epstein, Blake(4)
7837 International Human Rights Clinic®®-Brundige(4)
7861 Externship—Part Time, Judicial®®®®-Galbreath(4+)
7861 Labor Law Clinic®®-Cornell(4)
7881 Attorneys for Children®®-Mooney(4)
7905 Advocacy for LGBT Communities Clinical Clinic®®®®-Hazeldean(4+)
7906 Advocacy for LGBT Communities Clinic®®®®-Hazeldean(2+)
7907 Advocacy for LGBT Communities Clinic®®®®-Hazeldean(2+)
7911 Externship—Part Time, Neighborhood Legal Services®®®®-Galbreath(4+)
7925 New York Attorney General Clinic®®-McArindle(6)
7952 US Attorney’s Office Clinic 2®®®®-Roberts(6)
7953 Securities Law Clinic®®-Jacobson(4)
7954 Securities Law Clinic®®-Jacobson(4)
7955 Securities Law Clinic®®-Jacobson(4)

COURSES FOR NON-LAW STUDENTS [not available for law students]
4051 The Death Penalty in America-Blume, Johnson, Weyble(4)
4131 Nature, Functions, and Limits of the Law [also Govt 3131]-Chotkov(4)

®skills course
®satisfies the professional responsibility requirement, Class of 2015 and later
®satisfies the writing requirement
®accelerated offering
®satisfies the professional responsibility requirement, Class of 2014 only